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Abstract

PT

Cold spray (CS) is a solid-state additive material deposition technique, which has gained attention in the
aerospace industry as a potentially viable technology for structural repair of high-value parts made of high-

CE

strength alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V (Ti-64). Residual stresses build up in the substrate and deposited materials
resulting from the CS process can influence the integrity of a coating or repair. However, the nature,

AC

magnitude and distribution of residual stresses in Ti-64/Ti-64 CS repairs are currently unknown. This study
aims to evaluate the effects of geometrical variables (i.e. the number of CS layers, CS layer thickness, and
substrate thickness) and track pattern on the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses in CS depositsubstrate assemblies. Through-thickness stress distributions were measured experimentally by neutron
diffraction and contour method. Furthermore, a comparison among different residual stress build-up
mechanisms induced by CS processes has been discussed for different combinations of substrate and deposit
assemblies. An analytical model based on the force and moment equilibrium requirements was used to

1
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interpret the experimental stress profiles and to predict the residual stress distribution. It was found that
residual stresses are highly tensile near the free surface of the Ti-64 deposits as well as towards the bottom of
the substrate, and compressive near the interface region. Although all the specimens showed similar stress
distribution, the magnitudes were found to be higher in one or more of the following cases: specimens with a
higher number of CS layers, lower substrate thickness, higher layer thickness (i.e. at lower scanning speed),

IP

T

and deposited with a horizontal track pattern.

CR
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1. Introduction

Aircraft structural components are complex and expensive owing to their manufacturing process

M

complexities and the use of high-performance materials. Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (Ti-64) is used in many
aircraft components (e.g. engine parts, load-bearing airframe, hydraulic tubing, etc.) owing to its well-known

ED

characteristics viz. high strength, high stiffness, excellent fatigue and corrosion resistance, relatively low

PT

density, etc. [1,2]. However, aerospace components are susceptible to in-service damage, such as wear,
dents, corrosion pits, and cracks; caused by corrosion, fatigue loads, foreign object damage, etc. [3].

CE

Damaged parts must be repaired or replaced to ensure continued airworthiness and high performance [4]. In
most cases, repair or remanufacturing is a more desirable and economical solution than replacement.

AC

Remanufacturing of aerospace components may deliver significant cost savings between 30-70% of the cost
of replacement [5]. Moreover, remanufacturing promotes sustainable manufacturing and circular economy
[6].
Remanufacturing of aerospace components has become more feasible with the emergence of additive
manufacturing technologies, such as the Direct Energy Deposition (DED) [4] and Cold Spray (CS) [7]
processes. In CS, powder particles are deposited by means of ballistic impingement upon a substrate at
supersonic velocities to form a coating. Because of the relatively lower operating temperature in the CS
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process, detrimental effects arising from the high-temperature process, e.g. oxidation, phase transformations,
compositional changes, and formation of the heat affected zones (HAZ), can be minimized or even
eliminated. Furthermore, CS is highly suitable for repairing oxygen and temperature sensitive materials, such
as titanium, magnesium, aluminium and copper alloys [8]. The CS technology has been proven to be an
effective geometry restoration technology and has the potential to repair load-bearing structural components

IP

T

[9], for which structural integrity is a mandatory requirement for the durability and damage tolerance

CR

performance. In particular, the distribution and magnitude of the residual stresses built up in the substrate
and deposited materials during spraying can affect the bonding strength, substrate-coating adhesion, and

US

mechanical properties (e.g. fatigue and fracture performance) of a repaired part, hence the accuracy and
reliability of structural integrity analysis and repair design solutions [10].

AN

Residual stresses induced by the CS process have been investigated by many researchers for various
combinations of deposit-substrate materials comprising Cu, Mg, Ti, Al and Al alloys [11]. Based on previous

M

studies [10–14], residual stresses induced by CS processes can be classified into the peening dominant and

ED

thermal mismatch dominant mechanisms. However, there are limited literature on residual stresses induced
by cold spraying of titanium and its alloys. Residual stresses in commercially pure (CP) Ti CS deposit on

PT

various substrates has been investigated: Ti on Al 6061 substrates (Ti/Al6061) using X-ray diffraction

CE

(XRD) method [15], Ti/Ti-64 using deflection method [16], Ti/Ti by means of numerical simulation [17],
Ti/Cu and Ti/Fe via neutron diffraction [14]. Residual stresses in Ti-64 single splat particles were evaluated

AC

using Micro-ring-core Focused Ion Beam–Digital Image Correlation (FIB-DIC) technique and numerical
simulation [18]. So far, cold spraying of Ti-64 alloy received significant attention by many researchers, in
terms of microstructure and mechanical properties [19–22], tribological and corrosion properties [23–28],
and influence of CS process conditions on various aspects of deposited material [29–32]. In addition, the
effect of powder processing and powder characteristics [29,33–39], substrate surface conditions [40], and
post-deposition thermal treatments [35,36,41–45] on the coating characteristics are also investigated.
However, there is no published work in open literature available on the through-thickness distribution of
residual stresses for CS Ti-64 deposited on a Ti-64 substrate. Therefore, the nature, magnitude and through-
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thickness distribution of residual stresses in Ti-64 deposits on Ti-64 substrate by cold spraying is not well
understood.
In the present study, residual stresses induced by cold spraying of Ti-64 on Ti-64 substrate was firstly
evaluated by the neutron diffraction method and the contour method. An analytical model was then used to
interpret the experimental results and to study different mechanisms for residual stress generation, namely

IP

T

the peening dominant, thermal mismatch dominant, and high thermal gradient and quenching dominant CS

CR

processes. Finally, a parametric study was carried out on the effect of geometrical variables, scanning speed

2. Materials and experiments
Feedstock powder and substrate material

AN

2.1

US

and track pattern on the distribution and magnitude of residual stresses.

The current study used commercially available gas atomised Ti-64 powder (Grade 5, nominal size 15-

M

32μm), provided by LPW Technology Ltd., Cheshire, UK. The substrate material used in this study was

ED

Mill Annealed Ti-64 (Grade 5) supplied by Dynamic Metals Ltd, Bedfordshire, UK. Table I lists the
chemical composition of the powder and substrate material. Figure 1 shows the particle size distribution,

PT

powder morphology, and microstructure predominantly consisting of hexagonal close-packed martensitic
α' phase. Characteristics of Ti-64 powders used for CS can be found in [21,33,36].

CE

2.2 Specimen preparation and characterisation

AC

All specimens were manufactured using an Impact Innovation 5/11 CS System at TWI Ltd, Cambridge,
UK. Key process parameters used for CS are shown in Table II. Six specimens were produced for residual
stress measurements, as listed in Table III. Prior to residual stress measurements, the cross-section of a
specimen (identical to the specimens listed in Table III) parallel to the spraying direction was
characterised in terms of porosity and microstructure by following standard metallographic preparation
and examination techniques. Porosity in the CS deposited material was found to be 2.69 ± 0.28%,
measured using image analyses software ImageJ as per ASTM E2109 [46]. , (b) cross-hatch track pattern

4
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Figure 3 shows the SEM microstructure of the cross-sectioned specimen. Two distinctive regions were
observed in the CS deposits: (i) undeformed ‘textured’ regions, and (ii) severely deformed ‘smooth’ regions,
as also found by other researchers [19–21]. Details of the microstructure evolution in CS Ti-64 can be found
in [19,21].

T

2.3 Residual stress evaluation methods

IP

2.3.1 Neutron diffraction

CR

Neutron diffraction measurements were performed at ENGIN-X time-of-flight neutron diffractometer at the
ISIS pulsed neutron facility, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Harwell Campus, UK [47]. The residual stress

US

measurements were performed in a CS deposit-substrate coupon (Ti-64/Ti-64) of size 9.5×30×60 mm3 as
shown in Figure 4 (a). The measurements were performed at the mid-length of the specimen in the thickness

AN

direction, from the bottom of the substrate progressing towards the interface, and then from the top of the CS
deposits progressing towards the interface. A cuboid gauge volume of 1×1×15 mm3 (defined by the slit

M

dimensions and the position of the bank collimators) was used for all measurements. No in-plane variation in

ED

strains was expected along either of these directions owing to the symmetry of the deposition process. The
longest dimension of the gauge volume was along the length (60 mm) or the width (30 mm) of the specimen,

PT

in order to increase the counting statistics and reduce the counting time.

CE

Lattice parameters of multiple crystallographic planes were measured at once at a fixed angle using a white
beam of neutrons with a range of wavelengths close to atomic distances. The time of flight technique allows

AC

the counting of neutrons diffracted by multiple planes simultaneously [48,49]. Initially, measurements were
performed in the two orthogonal directions (longitudinal (Z) and normal (X)) simultaneously, using the two
detector banks (bank 1 and bank 2) positioned at a Bragg's angle of ±90° (as shown in Figure 4 (c)). The
specimen was repositioned to measure the third direction i.e. the transverse direction (Y). As a result, the
lattice parameters in the normal direction were obtained twice. Overall, nine measurements were performed
in the specimen, five measurements in the CS deposits (4.5 mm thick), and four measurements in the
substrate (5mm thick), in two orientations a total of 18 (9×2) measurements were performed for the as-
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sprayed deposit-substrate coupon. No measurements were performed at the interface as the positioning the
gauge volume is challenging at the deposit-substrate interface.
Stress-free lattice parameters (dhkl,0) were measured in a stress-free specimen of dimension 3×3×7.5 mm3 for
both CS deposits and the substrate material, as shown in Figure 4 (b). This specimen was extracted from the
centre of a specimen of size 7.5×20×30 mm3 using wire electro-discharge machining (WEDM) to

IP

T

mechanically relieve the residual stresses. A gauge volume of 1×1×3 mm3 was used for the stress-free
measurements, in two orientations a total of 4 (2×2) measurements were performed.

CR

Eleven planes were identified in the hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) α, within the analysed time-of-flight

US

(TOF) ranged between 20,000 μs and 47,500 μs. They were fitted in whole using Pawley refinement [50] to
determine the plane spacing ‘dhkl’ values (i.e. the spacing between adjacent hkl lattice planes). HCP metals

AN

are notoriously anisotropic, hence choosing the right reflection is the key. The crystallographic plane
was found to be very consistent in terms of providing good signal strength/intensity with minimal fitting

M

errors in each orientation for both substrate and the CS deposits. Similar observations were reported in
diffraction peak was used for residual stress calculations. Figure 5

ED

[48,49,51] for Ti-64 alloy, and

shows exemplary fitted spectra from a measurement point in the CS region for longitudinal, normal, and
and residual stress

PT

transverse directions. Lattice strain

in the three principal directions (longitudinal,

CE

transverse and normal) were calculated based on the ‘dhkl’ values from the crystallographic plane

,

using Eq. (1), and (2), respectively [48]. For these calculations, a Young’s modulus (E) value of 98 MPa [52]

AC

was used which is specific to the crystallographic plane

, and a Poisson's ratio of 0.34 [48,53].
(1)
(2)

Since Ti is a weak coherent and high incoherent neutron scatterer, it took longer time for a peak acquisition.
For the CS deposits, it took ~3.5 hours, and for the substrate material, it took ~3 hours for a peak acquisition
using the gauge volume of 1×1×15 mm3. A total of 22 points (18+4) were measured in three days, including
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experimental set-up time. Therefore, it was possible to measure stresses only in one specimen due to the
limited time available at the ISIS facility.
2.3.2 Contour method
After the non-destructive neutron diffraction measurements at the ISIS facility, the contour method [54] was
used to perform further investigation. Contour method is a destructive technique for residual stress

IP

T

measurement, and is based on the stress relaxation, where a part is cut into two halves, and the stress
component being measured is normal to the cut surface [54]. Using the contour method, a parametric study

CR

was performed to examine the effect of geometrical variables (i.e. number of CS layers, CS layer thickness,

US

and substrate thickness), and track pattern on the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses in CS
deposit-substrate coupons in five different conditions and a substrate only specimen, as presented in the

AN

Table III. As shown in Figure 6 (specimen CS2 from Table III as an example), specimens were cut into two
halves using a Fanuc Robocut α-C600i wire electro-discharge machine (WEDM), using a 0.25 mm diameter

M

brass wire. The sample was simultaneously cut through the CS deposits and the substrate material.

ED

Specimens were clamped rigidly during the cutting process to avoid any free movement during the cutting
process. WEDM low power cutting parameters (i.e. selection of low values for important electrical

PT

parameters [55]) were used for the sample material and thickness. Also, a higher value for the electrical
spark OFF time was set to improve flushing of the removed/cut material. The WEDM cut progressed

CE

smoothly without wire breakage and any significant variation in the cutting speed. The cutting speed of all

AC

samples was set at 0.5 mm/min.

The relaxed deformation profiles of the cut surfaces were measured using a Zeiss Contura g2 coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) with a 0.5 mm diameter touch trigger probe. The distance from the perimeter
and between the individual measurement points in both directions of the sample surface was set as 0.1 mm.
The displacement data of both cut surfaces of each sample was post-processed for data aligning, cleaning,
flattening and smoothing using the Matlab analysis routines. The data smoothing of all samples (with
exception of sample CS6) was performed with a cubic spline knot spacing of 2.5 mm along X-direction and
3.5 mm along Y-direction. The spline knot spacing was selected on the basis of the good fit of the averaged

7
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displacement data. For sample CS6 a coarser spline knot spacing of 8 mm was used in both X and Y
directions.
The original out-of-plane residual stress field at the cut surfaces were back-calculated by applying the
smoothed CMM profile as a boundary condition in a 3D linear elastic finite element (FE) model of one cut
half of the samples. An 8-node brick element (C3D8R) was selected in the ABAQUS software. The non-

IP

T

uniform mesh size was used on the cut surface, and this distance was in the range of 0.1-0.5 mm for all

CR

samples. In the linear elastic FE model, different elastic properties were used. Young’s modulus (E) values
for both the material (mill annealed Ti-64 substrate and the CS Ti-64 deposits) were measured by Impulse

US

Excitation technique as per ASTM E1876–15 [56], assuming Poisson's ratio as 0.34 [48,53]. This method has
also been used by other researchers for CS deposits [10,12,13]. Rectangular specimens of size 6×20×110

AN

mm3 were used for each measurement. Figure 7 shows the set-up of the impulse excitation measurements.
From the impulse excitation test, Young’s modulus (E) values were found as 113.32 ± 0.12 GPa (mill

M

annealed Ti-64, substrate material) and 88.45 ± 0.04 GPa (CS Ti-64, deposited material).

ED

In order to compare residual stress profiles among the specimens, stress values were extracted from the
central 15 mm region of the contour cut surface (X-Y plane) by creating 15 different paths along the X-

PT

direction. The averaged values were used for comparison among the specimens, to study the effect of

CE

geometrical variables and track pattern on the distribution and magnitude of residual stresses. Averaging
stress values over the central 15 mm region resulting from the contour method also facilitated comparison

AC

with neutron diffraction results that uses a gauge volume of 1×1×15 mm3.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Neutron diffraction
Figure 8 shows the through-thickness residual stress distribution of specimen CS1 in the normal (X),
transverse (Y), and longitudinal (Z) directions. It can be seen that all three stress components are highly
tensile in nature just below the free surface of the Ti-64 deposits; the highest stress magnitude is in the
longitudinal direction reaching 355 MPa, gradually becomes compressive towards the interface. In the

8
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longitudinal direction, the maximum compressive stress is around 249 MPa (highest among the three
directions), gradually changing to tensile towards the bottom of the substrate reaching 100 MPa. The stress
uncertainty values were calculated based on the fitting errors for the measured diffraction peaks, which were
found to be within the range of ±49.83 to ±56.26 for the substrate material, and ±57.67 MPa to ±64.10 MPa
for the deposited material, as represented by the error bars in Figure 8. Along the thickness direction, the two

IP

T

in-plane stress components (longitudinal and transverse) are very similar without significant variations in the

CR

stress distribution and the order of magnitude, which was expected due to the symmetry of the deposition
process. In CS, the stress state in the coating is usually equal-biaxial, due to the presence of in-plane

US

symmetry resulting from spraying particles impacting perpendicular to the surface [14].

3.2 Parametric study by contour method

AN

Two dimensional (2D) residual stress maps produced by the contour method on the X-Y plane (longitudinal
stress component) for all six specimens (CS1-CS6) are shown in Figure 9 (a). Specimen CS6 shows the

M

stress state in a substrate prior to CS deposition. For all the CS deposited specimens (CS1-CS5), it was found

ED

that residual stresses near the free surface of the CS deposits are tensile in nature reaching 348 MPa, 95 MPa,
77 MPa, 173 MPa, and 101 MPa, respectively, for specimens CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4, and CS5. Large

PT

compressive residual stresses can be seen just below the interface reaching 262 MPa, 73 MPa, 58 MPa, 83

CE

MPa, and 67 MPa, respectively, for specimens CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4, and CS5. To balance the stresses within
the system, it becomes gradually tensile towards the bottom of the substrate, however, the magnitudes are

AC

lower than the CS deposits. Moreover, balancing compressive stress regions were observed at the side edges
(especially significant for specimens CS2 and CS5) and the bottom of the substrate.
Figure 9(b-d) shows the effect of geometrical variances (layer thickness, substrate thickness and total
deposition thickness), and track pattern on residual stress distribution. Residual stress profiles presented in
Figure 9(b-d) were extracted from the results of the contour method, which were averaged over the central
15 mm length region of the contour cut surface. The error bar shows the standard deviation over the 15 mm
length region.

9
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Figure 9(b) compares residual stress distributions in specimens CS1 and CS2 having different numbers of CS
layers. It was found that both the tensile and compressive residual stresses are much lower in specimen CS2
(14 CS layers, 1.5 mm deposition thickness) as compared to specimen CS1 (42 CS layers, 4.5 mm deposition
thickness). However, the trend of stress distribution is similar in both the cases, i.e. tensile residual stresses
are at the top and bottom of the specimen, and compressive stresses are near the interface.

IP

T

Figure 9(c) compares specimens CS2, CS3 and CS4, showing the effect of average layer thickness (layer

CR

thickness is directly linked with the scanning speed, see Table III) and track pattern on residual stresses. It
was found that specimen CS4 with a higher individual layer thickness (~187µm) had higher tensile residual

US

stresses in the CS deposited material compared to specimen CS2 with layer thickness ~107µm. Moreover,
compressive residual stresses just below the interface are higher in CS4 than that of CS2. In addition,

AN

specimen CS3 deposited with cross-hatch track pattern had lower tensile residual stress in the CS deposits
and also lower compressive stress just below the interface compared with specimen CS2 with horizontal

M

track pattern.

ED

Figure 9(d) shows the effect of substrate thickness by comparing specimen CS2 (5 mm substrate thickness)
with CS5 (10 mm substrate thickness). It was found that CS2 with lower substrate thickness had higher

PT

compressive residual stresses near the interface and higher tensile residual stresses in the CS deposits as well

CE

as in the substrate. Similar findings on the effect of substrate thickness and number of deposited layer were
also reported in the literature for the CS process [11], and the selective laser melting (SLM) process [57,58].

AC

4. Discussion

4.1 Comparison and contrast among different residual stress mechanisms
It is known from the literature [11,14] that residual stresses induced by the CS processes can be categorised
into two different mechanisms: (i) peening dominant CS process (Type A in Table IV), and (ii) thermal
mismatch dominant CS process (Type B in Table IV). These two mechanisms were thoroughly discussed in
[11]. In the peening dominant process, the peening stresses originating from the plastic deformation caused
by constant bombarding of the high-velocity spraying particles are dominant over thermally induced stresses.
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The reduced thermal input in the peening dominant process is due to the use of lower deposition temperature
and pressure, and the negligible difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the deposited
and substrate materials. Table IV (image ‘a’) shows a peening dominant residual stress profile, where
residual stresses are compressive both at the top side of CS deposits and towards the bottom of the substrate,
and tensile at the interface [11–13,59]. On the other hand, the thermal mismatch dominant CS processes

IP

T

(Type B) uses moderate deposition temperature and pressure. Therefore, the thermal stresses are dominant,

CR

owing to the different thermal contraction of the substrate and deposited material, which is significant if
there is a considerable difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the substrate and CS

US

deposited material. Table IV (image ‘b’) shows a thermal mismatch dominant residual stress profile, where
residual stresses are tensile near the free surface of the CS deposits and also in the substrate side of the

AN

interface. Compressive residual stress is towards the bottom of the substrate and in the CS deposits just

M

above the interface [11,13,14].

The critical temperature or pressure, above which a process will behave as thermal mismatch dominant

ED

rather than peening dominant, is currently unknown. A low-temperature process may also behave thermal
mismatch dominant if there is a huge difference in the thermal expansivities between the deposited and

PT

substrate material. Moreover, materials having similar thermal expansivities may behave differently in

CE

different spraying conditions. For example: the stress profile of Al/Mg was found to be peening dominant
when sprayed at a temperature range of 77-217°C using He as a process gas, and thermal mismatch dominant

AC

when sprayed at 550°C using N2 as a process gas [13]. Moreover, in the case of Ti/Cu, stress profile was
found to be thermal mismatch dominant, which is due to (i) difference in the thermal expansion coefficient
of Cu and Ti, and (ii) use of moderate/higher temperate (615°C using N2 as a process gas, and 365°C using
He as process gas) [14]. However, which one has more contribution towards the final residual stress state is
currently unknown (use of high temperature, or differences in thermal expansivities). In addition to the
process parameter, the coating thickness and its geometry of the substrate plays a vital role in defining the
overall residual stresses in a CS deposit-substrate assembly. For high-temperature and high-pressure CS

11
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process, through-thickness residual stresses profile of IN718/IN718 (sprayed using N2 at 950°C) reported in
[60] was different from typical CS and/or thermal spray processes reported in [11–14,61]; which might be
owing to the difference in specimen geometry, as cylindrical specimens were investigated in [60] for very
thin coatings (613-730 µm), whereas rectangular specimens (1.0-4.7 mm coating thickness) were stated in
[11–14,61].

IP

T

In this study, CS Ti-64/Ti-64 deposit-substrate coupons were deposited using N2 as process gas at a very high

CR

temperature and pressure (1100°C, 5 MPa). From the stress profiles determined by neutron diffraction and
contour method, it was found that stresses are highly tensile near the free surface of the CS deposits and

US

towards the bottom of the substrate, and highly compressive near the interface, as shown by image ‘c’ in
Table IV (Type C). Residual stresses build-up during cold spraying Ti-64 on Ti-64 substrates is mainly

AN

caused by: (i) quenching stresses arising from the contraction of the individual cold sprayed splats as they
rapidly cool down to the substrate temperature, which is always tensile in nature; (ii) macroscopic

M

differential thermal contraction stresses arising when both the substrate and deposited material (having a

ED

high thermal gradient as a result of the multi-pass deposition process at high temperature) cool down
together, resulting in differential thermal contraction/shrinkage in the free surfaces and the core of the

PT

deposit-substrate assembly [62]. Since, both the substrate and deposited materials are the same, there is no

CE

difference between the coefficients of thermal expansion. The distribution of residual stresses in CS Ti64/Ti-64 deposit-substrate coupons can be compared to the stress distribution in the thermally dominant

AC

processes, such as Plasma Sprayed Al on Al substrate [14], Wire and Arc Additive Manufactured Ti-64 on
Ti-64 substrate [53], Selective Laser Melted/Sintered steel on similar substrates [57,63].

4.2 Analytical prediction
Based on the aforementioned stress distribution for Ti-64/Ti-64 from experimental measurements, the stress
build-up mechanism during CS can be explained with the help a conceptual model based on the force and
moment equilibrium requirements within a deposit-substrate assembly. The original idea of this model was
taken from Shiomi et al. [63], which was further developed for the SLM process [57], and CS processes

12
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(peening dominant, and thermal mismatch dominant, i.e. Type A and Type B in Table IV) [11]. raged
stresses in the X-Y plane for comparison among the specimens.
Figure 10 shows the residual stress build-up mechanism in high thermal gradient and quenching dominant
CS process (Type C from Table IV) due to deposition of the one, two, three, and nth layer, respectively;

T

which demonstrates the redistribution of residual stresses within the substrate and previously deposited CS

IP

layers due to the stresses induced by a newly deposited layer. This mechanism is similar to the SLM process

CR

as reported in [57,58,63]. For the analytical prediction of stress distribution in the case of CS Ti-64/Ti-64, the
substrate was presumed to be free from residual stresses prior to spraying, as found from the contour results

US

(Figure 9). It was assumed that residual stresses in a newly deposited layer or near the free surface had a
value ‘k’, which was tensile in nature and constant throughout the layer thickness (Δh) [11,57]. Owing to the

AN

deposition of a new CS layer, a linear increment of residual stresses in the substrate was assumed (Figure
[11,57]. After solving the values of

using the

M

10), governed by the equation

force and moment equilibrium equations (see [11] for detailed mathematical derivation), the total increment

layers, respectively, due to the deposition of the

CS

PT

total stress increment in the

ED

of residual stresses in the substrate due to the deposition of ‘n’ layers of CS can be expressed by eq. (3). The

CE

layer can be expressed by eq. (4) [11,57].

(4)

AC

where,

(3)

and

are constants related to the material, process parameter and geometry, h is the substrate

thickness, ∆h is the average layer thickness, H is the distance from substrate bottom surface,

is the residual

stress value in a newly deposited CS layer or near the free surface, n is the number of CS layers
, m represents each individual CS layer below the nth layer (i.e.

),

is the total (T) stress increment in the substrate (S) due to deposition of ‘n’ layers (nL), and
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is the total (T) stress increment in

layer (

) due to deposition of the

layer (Ln)

[11,57].
For the analytical prediction of residual stresses in specimen CS1, the ‘k’ value in the eqs. (3,4) was set as
200MPa based on the experimental results by the contour method. Other parameters used for calculations are

T

based on Table III, i.e. h = 5 mm, ∆h = 107 µm, n = 42, m = 1, 2, 3, 4, …41, and H varies from 0 to 9.5mm.

IP

A comparison of analytical predictions with the experimental results is presented in section 4.3 below.

CR

4.3 Comparison of neutron diffraction, contour method and analytical prediction

US

Figure 11 shows the comparison among the experimental results (measured by neutron diffraction and
contour method) and the analytical predictions for specimen CS1. Good agreement was achieved among the

AN

experimental measurements and predicted results, apart from two points in the CS deposited material, i.e. at
0.9 mm and 3.6 mm distance from the free surface of the deposited material, measured by neutron

M

diffraction. The considerable difference at these two points might be due to two reasons. Firstly, the neutron
which will be influenced by the localised

ED

diffraction results are specific to the crystallographic plane

hardening and crystallographic texture in the material, particularly at the interface. On the other hand,

PT

residual stress calculations by contour method is based on displacements in the cut surface and did not
account for any variation in the crystallographic texture. Secondly, Young’s modulus (E) used in both

CE

neutron diffraction and contour methods have different values. Moreover, there are limited neutron data

AC

points to perform a good comparison with the contour results; and it was not possible to measure more points
within a 9.5 mm thick specimen without overlapping the gauge volumes while using a 1 mm radial
collimator. Although, the smallest radial collimator available at the ENGIN-X facility is 0.5 mm, it was not
be used, as the counting time will not be feasible for Ti alloys. Furthermore, the considerable process
induced defects (Figure 3a) may deteriorate the WEDM cut surface by creating outliers, which may have
affected the displacement profile captured via CMM. Although the outlier data points in CMM were
removed during analysis, however, the influence of it can still affect the overall stress distribution and
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magnitude. In addition, the differences between experimental measurements and predicted values could also
be due to the inhomogeneity in the deposited material, or assumptions of the analytical model.

4.4 Influence on the mechanical properties
The CS process is known for introducing beneficial compressive residual stresses in both deposited

T

material and the substrate resulting from the peening impact of the sprayed particles [64–66]. Many

IP

researchers have reported a significant increase in fatigue performance (by 9-30%) in CS coated

CR

specimens (e.g. Mg and Al alloys) due to the presence of compressive residual stresses in the coating, as it
reduces the effective applied stress and retards crack initiation and propagation [65,67,68]. The high cycle

US

fatigue performance of Al-Si alloy was reported to be increased by >200% after applying Al-SiC

AN

composite coating by CS [69]. Moreover, it is hypothesized that compressive residual stresses may also
contribute towards the increased coating-substrate adhesion strength [70].

M

However, in the case of Ti-64 deposited on Ti-64 substrates, high tensile residual stresses were found near
the free surface of the coating and towards the bottom of the substrate. Presence of high tensile residual

ED

stresses in CS Ti-64/Ti-64 deposit-substrate assemblies in conjunction with external tensile cyclic loading

PT

will increase the mean stress. Moreover, stresses are much higher at the surfaces if a part experiences
bending loads resulting in substantially higher stresses in the outmost regions. Therefore, the presence of

CE

tensile stresses at the exposed surfaces may encourage crack initiation and rapid propagation leading to
reduced fatigue life and load carrying capacity of a repaired part or a coated component [71]. Also, when

AC

an external load is applied to a component, redistribution of residual stresses may occur depending on the
magnitude of external load and geometry of the component. Further investigation is required to study the
materials behaviour and redistribution of residual stresses within a CS Ti-64/Ti-64 component/specimen
due to the application fatigue loading. Reduction in fatigue life (9-15%) after cold spraying of Ti on Ti-64
substrates was reported in [16,72], which might be due to the variation occurred in the substrate surface
topography and the presence of tensile residual stresses within the substrate. Furthermore, the presence of
tensile residual stresses in the coating will increase the tendency of debonding or delamination at the
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coating-substrate interface, especially for thicker coatings. The build-up of tensile residual stresses in the
coating during the deposition process limits the maximum coating thickness that can be achieved [73]. In
the case of CS Ti-64/Ti-64, residual stresses increased with the increase in coating thickness. In fact, the
coating generally starts to delaminate from the substrate after achieving a certain thickness of around 5-6
mm. In addition, development of high residual stresses during the deposition of Ti-64 on Ti-64 may leads

IP

T

to undesirable deformation/distortion in a component, as a result of redistribution of residual stresses to

CR

find a new equilibrium. Therefore, more research is required in this area to understand the influence of
process induced residual stresses on the mechanical performance of a Ti-64 component repaired by cold

US

spraying of Ti-64.

5. Conclusions

AN

In this study, the through-thickness distribution of residual stress in cold spray (CS) deposit-substrate
coupons (Ti-64 on Ti-64) was evaluated experimentally using the neutron diffraction and contour method. A

M

parametric study was performed using the contour method to study the effect of geometrical variables (i.e.

ED

layer thickness, number of deposited layers, and substrate thickness) and deposition track patterns on the
distribution and magnitude of residual stresses. Furthermore, stress development mechanism during cold

PT

spraying of Ti-64 on a Ti-64 substrate was interpreted and compared with different residual stress build-up

CE

mechanisms for various combination of metal and alloys. Predictions were made using an analytical model
based on the equilibrium requirement of the force and moment resulting from the residual stresses. The

AC

following conclusions can be drawn based on this study:
1. Residual stresses were found to be highly tensile in nature near the free surface of the Ti-64 deposits
and towards the bottom of the substrate. Substantial compressive residual stresses were found near
the interface region. Due to the use of higher deposition temperature (1100 °C), residual stresses
arising from high thermal gradient and quenching were dominant over the peening stresses. Good
agreement was generally achieved among the neutron diffraction, contour method and analytical
predictions.
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2. All specimens showed a similar trend of residuals stress distribution. However, the magnitude of
residual stresses were lower for one or more of the following cases: fewer deposited layers, lower
layer thickness (i.e. at higher scanning speed), higher substrate thickness, and using the cross-hatch
deposition track pattern.
3. Among all the investigated specimens, the highest tensile stress (peak value within the specimen)

IP

T

was found to be 349 MPa using the contour method (355 MPa via neutron diffraction) for the CS

CR

specimen having 42 layers (4.5 mm deposition thickness) deposited with horizontal track pattern.
The lowest tensile stress (peak value) was recorded as 77 MPa using the contour method in a

US

specimen having 14 layers (1.5 mm deposition thickness) deposited with cross-hatch track pattern.

AN
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Tables
Table I: Chemical compositions (mass %) of Ti-64 powders and mill annealed Ti-64 substrate material
Ti

Al

V

Fe

O

Si

Sn

Cr

Ni

Others

Ti-64 powder (15-32 μm)

Balance

6.48

4.03

0.17

0.17

0.01

0.02

<0.01

<0.02

<0.01

Mill annealed Ti-64

Balance

6.32

4.16

0.20

0.13

0.02

<0.01

0.02

0.01

<0.01

US

CR

IP

T

Powder, substrate

AN

Table II: Cold spray process parameters
Process gas

M

Gas pressure (MPa)

Scanning speed (mm/s)

5
1100

500 and 300 (see Table III)
2

PT

Track spacing (mm)

ED

Gas temperature (°C)

N2

90

Standoff distance (mm)

30

Track pattern

Horizontal track and cross-hatch track pattern (see Figure 2)

AC

CE

Spray angle (°)

Surface preparation

Ground with 120 alumina grit and cleaned using ultrasonic bath
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Table III: Specimen details for residual stress measurements

~107

60, 30

Scanning
speed
(mm/s)
500

14

1.5

Horizontal

~107

60, 30

500

CS3

5

14

1.5

Cross-hatch

~107

60, 30

500

CS4

5

8

1.5

Horizontal

~187

CS5

10

14

1.5

Horizontal

~107

CS6

5

0

0

-

Average layer Length, width
thickness (μm)
(mm)

US

0

AN
M
ED
PT
CE
AC
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T

5

42

Coating
Track
thickness
pattern
(mm)
4.5
Horizontal

60, 30

300

60, 30

500

60, 30

-

IP

CS2

No. of
layers

CR

CS1

Substrate
thickness
(mm)
5

Specimen
name
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Table IV: Different residual stress profiles in cold sprayed deposit-substrate assemblies resulting from
different stress build-up mechanisms.
Deposit/substrate
assembly (examples)
Cu/Cu, Cu/Al [12]

T

Al/Al, Al/Cu [12]

IP

Al/Al [59]

Al/Mg [13]

AN

ED

M

Ti/Fe [14]

Residual stress buildup mechanism

Type A: Peening
dominant CS process

US

Al6061/Mg,
Al7075/Mg [13]
Ti/Cu [14]

Process gas, pressure
and temperature
He at 0.62 MPa
140°C
He at 0.62 MPa and
200°C
He at 1.72 MPa and
325°C
He at 0.62 MPa and
77-132°C,
N2 at 0.76 MPa and
217°C
N2 at 3.85 MPa and
400°C
He at 0.62 MPa and
365°C
N2 at 3.9 MPa and
615°C

CR

Residual stress profile

Not available

N2 at 3.85 MPa and
550°C

Ti-64/Ti-64
(this study)

N2 at 5 MPa and
1100°C

AC

CE

PT

Al/Mg [13]

Type B: Thermal
mismatch dominant
CS process
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Type C: High thermal
gradient and
quenching dominant
CS process
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List of figure captions
Figure 1: Characteristics of the Ti-64 powder: (a) particle size distribution, (b) powder morphology, (c)
microstructure of as received powder showing the rapidly solidified α' martensitic needles.
Figure 2: CS track patterns: (a) horizontal track pattern, (b) cross-hatch track pattern

T

Figure 3: SEM microstructure showing: (a) CS deposits, substrate and the interface, the dark areas in the

IP

coating are process induced defects; (b) CS deposits consisting of ‘textured’ and ‘smooth’ regions.

CR

Figure 4: (a) Specimen CS1 used for residual stress measurement by neutron diffraction method, (b) stressfree (d0) specimen extracted from the centre of a CS deposited specimen using WEDM, and (c) experimental
set-up at the ENGINE-X, ISIS. Note: stress components in the X, Y, and Z directions are referred to as

US

normal, transverse, and longitudinal stresses, respectively.

AN

Figure 5: Exemplary fitted spectra for three orthogonal directions (normal, transverse, and longitudinal),
taken from a measurement point in the CS deposits of specimen CS1.

M

Figure 6: (a) specimen CS2 showing the cutting plane at the mid-length of the specimen; (b), (c), cut surfaces
of the specimen after WEDM cutting. Note: stress component of interest is in the Z direction and referred to

ED

as the longitudinal stress

PT

Figure 7: Impulse excitation set-up for Young’s modulus (E) measurement.
Figure 8: Residual stress distributions along the thickness direction of the three orthogonal stress components

CE

(normal, transverse, and longitudinal), measured by neutron diffraction.
Figure 9: (a) Two-dimensional residual stress maps produced by the contour method on the X-Y plane

AC

(longitudinal stress component) for all six specimens (refer Table III); (b), (c), (d), averaged stresses in the
X-Y plane for comparison among the specimens.
Figure 10: Build-up of residual stresses by high thermal gradient and quenching dominant CS process that
uses very high process gas temperature and pressure: residual stress distribution due to the stress induced by
deposition of (a) one layer [57], (b) two layers, (c) three layers, and (d) ‘n’ layers [57].
Figure 11: Comparison of residual stress distributions (longitudinal stress component) among neutron
diffraction, contour method, and analytical prediction (specimen CS1).
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Figure 6
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Highlights
 Residual stresses induced by cold spraying of Ti-6Al-4V on Ti-6Al-4V substrates were

IP

T

evaluated using the neutron diffraction method and the contour method.

CR

 An analytical method was used to interpret the experimental results and to study different

residual stress build-up mechanisms induced by the cold spray process.

US

 A parametric study was carried out on the effect of geometrical variables, scanning speed and

AC

CE

PT

ED

M

AN

track pattern on the distribution and magnitude of residual stresses.
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